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1. Suppose the length of mylist is n.  Consider the following code that sorts a list and then does other
    work.  Count how much work is done in best case and worst case.  Come up with an "exact" formula
    for each, similar to how you did in lab.  Then determine the best case run time and worst case run
    time from your formula, each in big Theta.

   insertion_sort(mylist)  # this can't be ignored, as it is not a
                           # constant amount of work --- assume it is
                           # an implementation of insertion sort 

   for i in range(7):
      for element in mylist:
         for j in range(len(mylist)//2):
            for k in range(len(mylist)):
               # do something here that takes constant time
               
               
2. Prove, using the definition of big O that 5n*n + 0.6*n + 3000 is O(n*n*n)

3. Prove, using the definition of big O that 5n*n + 0.6*n + 3000 is O(n*n)

4. Prove, using the definition of big Omega that 5n*n + 0.6*n + 3000 is Omega(n*n)

5. Can you say that since 5n*n + 0.6*n + 3000 is both O(n*n) and Omega(n*n) that it is Theta(n*n)?
    Yes or no

6. Prove, using the definition of big O that n*log(n) is O(n*n)

7. Do you think n*log(n) is also Omega(n*n)?  Yes or no
    
    If you think so, prove it using the definition of Omega.  
    If you do not think so, then prove the reverse, that is, n*n is Omega(n*log(n)).

8. What method in Linked_List was able to be written with improved running time when a tail was
    maintained?  What was the running time of this method before and after tail was implemented?



9. Prove the following by mathematical induction.

    1*2 + 2*3 + . . . + n*(n+1) = n*(n+1)*(n+2) / 3

    Follow the outline given in class showing P(n) is true, by showing the Basis Step: P(1), and showing 
    the Induction Step: show P(k+1) is true, assuming P(k) is true.

10. Is it possible that you would ever prefer, for efficiency, using a Theta(n*n*n) algorithm over a
      Theta(n) algorithm for some values of n?  If so, what can you say about the values of n?  Explain. 

11. Is it possible that you would ever prefer, for efficiency, using a Theta(n) algorithm over a
      Theta(n*n*n) algorithm for some values of n?  If so, what can you say about the values of n?
      Explain.


